Excellence in Volunteer Service

The Excellence in Volunteer Service Award is awarded to an individual or group whose exemplary volunteer service plays a critical role enriching the lives of those served by a LeadingAge Ohio member organization.

This nominee(s):

- Demonstrates value of time and services to members of the organization
- Demonstrates consistent interaction and promotion of a positive view of the organization
- Inspires others through actions, knowledge and/or experiences

Application Questions for Excellence in Volunteer Service

Q1: Summarize the key points of this award nomination. In a nutshell, what do you most want the judges to know about this nominee? (200-word limit)

Q2: Describe how the nominee has advocated and actively encouraged others to advocate on aging services issues. Give examples and outcomes that are noteworthy and merit recognition. (600-word limit)

Q3: How has the nominated person or group influenced positive change by addressing the interests and inclusion of those served. Give examples and evidence of outcomes that merit recognition. (600-word limit)

Q4: What makes this volunteer stand out amongst other volunteers in the aging services field? That is, length of service, people impacted, how he/she/they has made a difference. Give examples. (600-word limit)

Q5: Provide a brief description of the nominated organization’s mission, size, scope of services, and persons served. (200-word limit)